






Delightful Details
Show new collections

Explore product categories
Discover lighting and ceiling fans that will transform your home. We offer selections to fit every design style, in a range of sizes, shapes and finishes.




Chandeliers
Elevate your rooms to a new level of luxury with statement-making chandeliers in the latest trend-forward designs.
shop Chandeliers


Pendants
Express your home's personality with pendants from casual to refined, reflecting today's evolving design trends.
shop Pendants


Bath & Vanity
Illuminate your bath beautifully with lighting that delivers function and defines the space through unique shapes and luxe materials.
Shop Bath & Vanity


Ceiling Fans
Effortlessly create a high-end space with ceiling fans that celebrate artisanal influences, sleek lines and the latest LED technology.
shop Ceiling Fans


Outdoor Lighting
Live it up outdoors with lighting showcasing casual, organic designs, streamlined silhouettes and large-scale architectural elements.
shop Outdoor Lighting


Recessed Downlighting
Sleek and versatile. Discover our elegant recessed lighting solutions for indoor and outdoor spaces.
shop Recessed Downlighting


View All Categories


Trending Collections
Explore statement collections that express today's design themes of modern organic, luxe industrial and elegant, timeless style using exciting combinations of luxurious materials, rich finishes and geometric elements.



Latham
Latham is composed of a geometric framework that features an artful array of handmade white glass. Inspired as a modern expression of an origami lantern to deliver striking illumination to any room.
VIEW COLLECTION  

Pinellas
The Pinellas collection gets to the point with a modern expression of a timeless form. The signature dual conical motif has the elements artfully nested together to provide a pleasing diffusion of light.
VIEW COLLECTION  



Estrada
Estrada features a hexagonal motif, one of the most beautiful patterns that occurs frequently in nature. This classic shape is both timeless and modern at the same time.
VIEW COLLECTION  

Paso
Inspired by a delicate origami flower, the ceiling fan features three sculpted ABS blades and a slim silhouette. Offered in three luxe finish options.
VIEW COLLECTION  





 Our Design Series fixtures feature artistic influence, fashion forward elements and details to contribute to affordable luxury for the home.The fixtures found throughout the Design Series become the statement, the art piece and the focal point - and contribute to an overall luxurious experience in the home. They don't blend in. They stand out.


Laurel
VIEW COLLECTION  
Lusail
VIEW COLLECTION  
Loretta
VIEW COLLECTION  




Recognized as one of today's most influential American designers, Jeffrey's work is infused with the same lighthearted, good natured disposition as the Southern California talent himself. With a thoughtful and tailored sensibility, his designs are always an effortless blend of timelessness and casual livability-devoid of trend or artifice. From Nantucket Beach houses to San Francisco town houses, Jeffrey's work resonates.
VIEW COLLECTION  


Get Inspired
Follow us to explore new ideas, design trends, luxury décor, color palettes, and the latest in lighting styles that reflect your personal style and inspire you to add unique touches to your home.


 Blog
Read more about the latest in lighting trends.
Learn More
 Curated Styles
Find your personal style, explore today's most popular interior design trends.
Learn More
 Sizing Guidelines
General tips and techniques to guide you in finding the right fixture for your space.
Learn More
 Videos
Watch and learn - Installation techniques, interior design trends and tips and more.
Learn More

















